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We give a generalization of Calderon’s uniqueness theorem in the Cauchy 
problem for a noncharacteristic partial differential operator with coefficients 
becoming singular on the initial hypersurface t = 0 in IR: x R,. We consider 
operators which, after multiplication by t”‘, are of the form 
P= t”P, + t”-‘Pm-, + .a* + P,, (0.1) 
where each P/(x, t, D,, D,) is a homogeneous operator of orderj with smooth 
coefficients. We assume that the characteristic roots of P, satisfy Calderon’s 
conditions: the roots have constant multiplicity, real roots are simple and 
never become nonreal, and nonreal roots are at most double. For noncharac- 
teristic operators with smooth coefficients, these conditions are sufficient for 
uniqueness of solutions vanishing for t < 0 (Calderon [6, 71). If P,,, has any 
double characteristic roots we assume that Pm-, satisfies a Levi type 
condition on t = 0. Then we show uniqueness of solutions of the Cauchy 
problem Pu = 0 in the class of functions flat on t = 0, i.e., (Dfu)(x, 0) = 0 for 
all 1. 
We also consider the flat Cauchy problem for Fuchsian operators, as 
defined by Baouendi and Goulaouic (41. These operators include those given 
by (0.1). If the Fuchsian characteristic roots of P avoid a discrete set, we 
obtain uniqueness results for solutions of Pu = 0 which vanish to some fixed 
order on t = 0. 
Baouendi and Goulaouic [4] studied the Cauchy problem for Fuchsian 
operators with coefftcients analytic in x and Cm in t; they proved 
generalizations of the Cauchy-Kovalewsky and Holmgren theorems for these 
operators. Alinhac [ 1, 21 studied the well posedness of the flat Cauchy 
problem for hyperbolic Fuchsian operators and showed that a sufficient 
condition for well posedness is that the operator have simple real charac- 
teristics for t > 0. Our results include uniqueness for these operators, as well 
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as for those having elliptic factors (for which well posedness fails), not 
necessarily simple if we assume a condition on the lower order terms. 
Recently, Alinhac and Baouendi [3] have proved similar uniqueness 
results for characteristic operators not of Fuchsian type with the x space a 
compact manifold. 
In Section 1 we state the main results of this paper and give examples. In 
Section 2 we use a singular change of variables, as in Baouendi and 
Zachmanoglou [5], to reduce to the study of the flat Cauchy problem for 
functions compactly supported in the x variables. Uniqueness for compactly 
supported solutions is proved in Section 3 by factoring the principal part of 
the operator using pseudo-differential operators and proving a Carleman type 
weighted Lz inequality. In Section 4 we modify the proof for operators of the 
form (0.1) to handle more general Fuchsian operators. 
1. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Let 8 be a neighborhood of 0 in I?‘+’ = IR: X II?,. We first consider a 
linear partial differential operator of order m given by 
P(x,t,D,,D,)=tmP,+tm-‘P,_,+...+Po, (I-1) 
where each P,(x, t, D,, Dt) = C ,,,, + I= j a,,,(~, t) 0,” 0: has smooth coef- 
ficients defined in 8. We assume that P, is noncharacteristic with respect o 
t = 0 at the origin, i.e., the coefficient of 0: does not vanish there. We use 
the notation D, = -@/at) and 0; = (4)‘“’ (i?/8~,)~’ a Se (i3/iTxJum for a 
multi-indexaEN”,]a]=a,+...+a,. 
We give suffkient conditions for uniqueness in the Cauchy problem 
Pu=O, 
uEP(b), DjuI,=,=O, O<j<h- 1, 
(1.2) 
where h is a nonnegative integer or co. For h = 0, no initial data are given; 
for h = 00, u is flat on t = 0. 
We assume that the characteristic roots of P,, the roots r = r(x, I, c) of 
p,(x, t, r, r) = 0, satisfy Calderon’s conditions in 8: for (x, t, r) E 4 x S”-’ 
(S”-‘={~EIY’:]~~=1}),~>Osomefixednumber, 
distinct ri, rj satisfy ( ri(x, t, r) - rj(x, t, <)I > E, (1.3) 
nonreal 5j satisfy I Im rl(x, t, tj > c, (I-4) 
real roots are simple, nonreal roots are at most double. (1.5) 
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By (1.3) the roots have constant multiplicity and are therefore C” functions 
of (x, t, <) E 8 x (R”\(O}), positively homogeneous of degree one in <. 
If P, has any double characteristic roots, we impose the following Levi 
type condition :
Pm - I&, 0, r, w9 0, r)) 
= 0, (x, 0, r) E d x R”, for each double root r of p,. (1.6) 
THEOREM 1. Let P be given by (1.1) such that (1.3)-(1.6) hold in @. 
Then there exists 0’. a (smaller) neighborhood of 0 in R” + ‘, such that if 
u E Cm(a) is jlat on t = 0 and satisfies Pu = 0 in 4, then u = 0 in 8’. 
For the Cauchy problem (1.2) with 0 < h < co, we define the Fuchsian 
roots of P and assume that they avoid a discrete set. These roots are defined 
as in (4 J for more general operators than ( 1.1). 
An operator P is called Fuchsian with weight m -k if it can be written in 
the form 
with 0 < k Q m, a,., E Cm(@), and 
q(a,j)=max(O,k-m+j+ l), IalfO, 
= max(0, k -m +j), lal=O. 
Such a Fuchsian operator can be written uniquely in the form 
P= (-i)“3 (x, t $)($)“-‘+ ,.,zGm da-,(x, t) t”(O*i)@*, (1.7) 
j/m 
where 3&x, t(a/&)) = (@/at))” + a, _ r(~)(r(a/at))~ - ’ + . . . + a, _ k(~), with 
a,(x), a’,.,(~, 1) smooth and v(a, j) = max (0, k - m + j + 1 }. The Fuchsian 
roots of P are defined to be the roots P ‘P(X) of 
,a@- I).*.@-m+k+ I)Yk(x,p-m+k)=O. (1.8) 
If P is given by (l.l), it is Fuchsian with weight 0. For the Cauchy 
problem (1.2) for a fixed h, 0 < h < co, we have from Theorem 1: 
COROLLARY 1. Let P be as in Theorem 1 with Fuchsian roots satisfying 
p(O) 6? (h, h + l,...}. There exisfs 4’, a (smaller) neighborhood f$O in I?“+ ‘, 
suchthatifuEC”C(b),(Dju)(x,O)=OforOgj(h-1,andPu=Oin8, 
then u = 0 in 4’. 
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We also have uniqueness results for operators of the form (1.7). By 
multiplying by tmek, we reduce to the case of an operator of weight zero. If 
P(x, t, D,, 0,) is given by (1.7) with k = m, then for sufficiently small rl > 0, 
we have 
P(x, 1, D, 30,) = P(x, t, t”D,, tDJ 
= (tD,)” + x &(x, WD,)” CtD,r’, (l-9) 
lal +i<m i<m 
where each Za*j is the product of a smooth function and a nonnegative power 
of t. 
For a Fuchsian operator P of weight zero, we assume that there exists a 
rational number q, 0 ( q Q 1, such that P may be written in the form (1.9) 
and such that 
ux, 6 L P) = Pm + z a’, , j(x9 t, Cd’ (1.10) 
IcYl+J=m 
j<m 
has characteristic roots pj(x, t, c) which satisfy (1.3), (1.4) and (1.5) in 8. If 
P, has any double roots we assume that 
A- I(-% 0, c, P(& 090) - + VP@, 090 (++G 0, c PC% 090) = 0, 
(1.11) 
(x, 0, 6) E 8 x R”, for each double root p(x, t, r) of p, . 
THEOREM 2. Assume that for some rational q, 0 < 14 1, P may be 
written in the form (1.9) in B such that the roots of (1.10) satisfy (1.3), (1.4) 
and (1.5) in 4 x S” and such that (1.11) holds. There exists 8’, a (smaller) 
neighborhood of 0 in R” + I, such that if u E Coo(@) is flat on t = 0 and 
Pu = 0 in 8, then u s 0 in b’. 
ForO<h<co,wehave 
COROLLARY 2. Let P be as in Theorem 2 with Fuchsian roots satisfying 
~(0) @ (h, h + l,... }. There exists 4’, a (smaller) neighboorhood of 0 in R” + ‘, 
such that if u E Cm(B), (D{u)(x, 0) = 0 for 0 <j < h - 1 and Pu = 0 in 8, 
then u G 0 in b’. 
EXAMPLES. Let a, b,, cl,& E CW(R:,,), a > 0. 
(1) The operator tD: + aDi + b, D, + b2D, + b3/t is of the form 
(1.7). tP may be written in the form (1.9) with q = f. The characteristic roots 
are f = fit-UzaVZ /<I or p = fiau2 ) cl, which satisfy Calderon’s conditions. 
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The Fuchsian roots of P (or of tP) are 0, -I?@, 0). We may apply 
Theorem 2 (or Corollary 2 for suitable h). 
2. The operators 
P = t2Df f aDz + 6, tDf + r c~,~D~ Df 
itk<3 
k<3 
satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2 with q = $ (after multiplication by r2). 
3. The operator P = rD; - aDz satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2 
with r,r = 4 (after multiplication by t3). 
Results for Solutions Compactly Supported in x 
In order to prove a Calderon type theorem for noncharacteristic operators, 
a change of variables is used to transform t = 0 into a convex hypersurface. 
This does not work for characteristic operators. Instead we use a singular 
change of variables (described in Section 2), as in Baouendi and 
Zachmanoglou [5], which allows us to work with solutions compactly 
supported in x but leaves t = 0 unchanged. After the change of variables we 
show uniqueness by applying the following theorem. As in Nirenberg [lo], 
we relax condition (1.4). 
Let J2 be a neighborhood of 0 in R” and T,, > 0. We consider operators of 
the form 
P(x, t, D,, Dl) = tmD;n + 1 aaj(x, t) t’a’+if(x)‘o’ DzDi, (1.12) 
O<latti<m 
icm 
where f(x) E P(Q) is real and o,,j E P(Q X [0, 7’,]> for Ial + j < m. 
We write P = t”P, + tmmkP,,, _ + -0. + PO, with each Pj(x, t, D,, D,) a 
homogeneous operator of order j. The characteristic roots of P, are given by 
r = 5(x, t, <) = f(x) A,+, t, t;), where ,I,(x, t, r), 1 < j < m, are the roots of 
/I”+ -i- 
lal7=m 
a, * j(x, t) c”13j = 0. (1.13) 
jcm 
We assume that the Aj have constant multiplicity, i.e., they satisfy (1.3). Let 
r = a’ + is =f(x) a(x, t, <) + if(x) b(x, t, <) with a, b real. For some fixed 
E > 0, we assume that each t(x, t, <) satisfies one of the following three 
conditions for all (x, t, [) E Q x [0, To] x S”- ‘: 
6>0, (1.14) 
(1.15) 
[b)>E>O. (1.16) 
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We say that r(x, t, <) is a type I root if it satisfies either (1.14) or (1.15) but 
not (1.16) and that it is a type 2 root if it satisfies (1.16). We assume that (in 
terms of the lj) 
P, has only simple type 1 roots and at most 
double type 2 roots. 
As in Theorem 1, we assume that 
(1.17) 
P,,,- ,(x, 0, &f(x) L(x, 0, r)) = 0 for each double root 
f(x) G9 t9 0 of P, * (1.18) 
THEOREM 3. Let P be given by (1.12). Assume that P, has charac- 
teristic roots f(x) ,Ij(x, t, <) of type 1 or type 2, with f(x) real and the Aj 
satisfying (1.3). Assume that (1.17) and (1.18) hold. Given T, > 0, there 
exists T, > 0 such that if u E CW([O, T,,], C:(0)) is flat on t = 0 and a 
solutionofPu=OinJ2x[O,T,,],thenu=OinQ~[O,T,]. 
Theorem 3 is proved in Section 3 by use of a Carleman type inequality. 
Remark 1. In Theorem 3, we could allow higher multiplicities of the 
type 1 and type 2 roots, as in Zeman [ 131, if we impose Levi type conditions 
on the lower order terms. These conditions include those in [ 131 as well as 
additional conditions of the form (1.18). See [ 111 for details. Also, it is 
sufficient o assume that (1.18) holds only for double roots satisfying (1.16) 
but not (1.14). 
Remark 2. Conditions (1.14) and (1.15) allow real roots to become 
complex. Condition (1.14) occurs in Treves [ 121 and asserts that 6(x, t, r) is 
decreasing on each null bicharacteristic of r - a’(~, t, <); i.e., if r -a - ib = 
A + i3, then {A, B ) > 0, where { , } is the Poisson bracket. See [ 10, 131 for 
references. 
2. REDUCTIONS 
Reduction to Flat Cauchy Problem 
Corollaries 1 and 2 follow from Theorems 1 and 2, respectively, and the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let P be given by (1.7) with smooth coeflcients defined in d 
and ,a(O) 6 (h, h + l,...} for each Fuchsian root p(x). Zf B is suflciently 
smail, then u E Cm(@), (@u)(x, 0) = 0 for 0 <<j ,< h - 1 and Pu = 0 in B 
imply that u is jlat on t = 0 (in a). 
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The proof easily follows from the definitions of the Fuchsian roots. By 
induction on N > h, expanding u in a Taylor series of order N in t about 0 
and applying P shows that (D~u)(x, 0) = 0. 
Reduction to Compactly Supported Solutions 
In order to apply Theorem 3 to prove Theorem 1, we make the following 
change of variables (see [5 1). Since u is flat on t = 0 we may assume in 
Theorem 1 that u = 0 for t < 0. Let 6 > 0 and T0 > 0 be sufficiently small so 
that R,, x (0, T,] = {(x, t): Ix]’ < 2SJ x [0, T,] ~4. We define the change 
of variables 
x = Y, 
t = (S - ) y)*)* s. 
(2.1) 
Then v(y, s) = u( y, (6 - ( y]‘)‘s) E C”O(Q,, x [0, S,]), S, = T,,S-*; u is flat 
on s=O and on Iy]‘=6. In terms of (y,s), Pu=O becomes&=O, where 
We show that P satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3 (after dividing by the 
coefftcient of smDr, which is bounded away from 0 for r,, sufficiently small). 
Since u is flat on ]y12=S for O<s(S,, we have fl(y,s)= 
H@ - 1~1’) O(Y, s) E CW2, x 10, Sol), w h ere H is the Heaviside function. 
Then %= 0 in R,, x [0, S,] and Theorem 3 implies that v’= 0 in 
Q x [0, S, ] for some S, > 0, so that u = 0 in some 4’. 
We now show that P satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3. Let f(y) = 
(6 - 1~1~)~ and g(y, s) = 4s(6 - I y]‘) y. The principal symbol of pm 
(P=smPm + . . . t PO) is 
Pm is noncharacteristic with respect to s = 0 at the origin if 6 and T, are 
sufticiently small. The characteristic roots of pm are given by f(y) a,( y, s, q), 
1 <j < m, where the ~j are the roots of 
Pm(Y,f(Yh tt + &r(Yv SF7 03 = 0. (2.2) 
Therefore, if Aj is a characteristic root of pm and cj(y, s, q) is a solution of 
a’- qY7 f(Yh ? + dY9 sm = 09 (2.3) 
then 17~ is a root of (2.2) and f(y) ~j(Y, s, v) is a characteristic root of pm. 
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For Aj real, the implicit function theorem gives a real solution C?j of (2.3). 
Therefore, real roots of P, yield real roots of p,,,. For nonreal A,, we use the 
fact that Aj is locally an analytic function of the coefficients of pm (as a 
polynomial in r), since the multiplicities of the roots of pm are constant. 
Considering A, as a function of these coefficients, we may apply the implicit 
function theorem and obtain a solution of (2.3) which is an analytic function 
of the coefficients and of (q, g(y, s)). Therefore, we obtain a smooth solution 
(in terms of (y, s, q)) of (2.3). This also shows that double roots of P, yield 
double roots of (2.2). We choose 6 and r,, small enough so that the roots 
tj(y, S, q) satisfy (1.3), (1.4) and (1.5) (this is possible since the roots of 
(2.3) can be made arbitrarily close to the characteristic roots of P,). This 
implies that the new characteristic roots f(y) cj(y, s, v) satisfy the 
hypotheses of Theorem 3. 
Finally, (1.18) follows from (1.6) since j,,-,(y, 0, q, o) = 
P,-,(Y,~,~(Y)~,~) and, forj= l,...,m, uj(Y,O,r)=f(4’)~j(Y,O, v). 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
In this section we prove Theorem 3 by using a Carleman type weighted L* 
inequality. 
LEMMA 2. Let P satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3. For any 0’ @a, 
there exist positive constants C, k,, T, such that if 0 < T < T,, k > k, and 
u E Cr(l2’ x [0, T]), then 
(II v(x9 11 =II 4 ’ 9 mwd (3.1) 
Theorem 3 follows from Lemma 2 by a standard argument. If T > 0 is 
sufficiently small so that the hypotheses of Theorem 3 are satisfied and so 
that (3.1) holds, we take a smooth cutoff function c(r) defined for t > 0 such 
that c(t) E 1 for t < 2T/3 and c(t) E 0 for t > T. If u is the solution of Pu = 0 
in Theorem 3, we may apply (3.1) to v = CU E CF(0’ X [0, T]) for some 
f2’ E a. In particular, for k > k,, we have 
I 
T 
t-2kIIv~~2dt<C Tt-2kllPv)12dt. 
0 I 0 
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This implies that 
with C’ independent of k. Letting k + co, we have u = 0 for t E [0, T/2]. 
Hence Theorem 3 is proved. 
In order to prove Lemma 3 we first prove estimates for first order 
operators. For u E Cr(J2 x [0, r]) we define 
We denote by I.#?) the space of classical pseudo-differential operators on R 
of order j, i.e., A E L{(0) if A E L’,,,(Q) and the symbol of A has an 
asymptotic expansion in terms of homogeneous functions. We work with 
proper operators A(x, t, D,) E L’,(Q), depending smoothly on t; in particular, 
these operators map C~(.f2) + C?(Q) for each t. See Nirenberg [lo] or 
Hormander [8] for details. For each root 2(x, t, 0 of (1.13) we take 
A(x, t, D,) E L#?), proper, depending smoothly on t, with principal symbol 
A(x, t, <). We say that a = D, -f(x) J(x, t, D,) is of type 1 or type 2 if 
f(x) A(x, t, <) is of type 1 or type 2, respectively. 
LEMMA 3. Let a be a factor of type 1 or type 2. For any R’ E R, there 
exist positive constants C, k,, T,, such that if 0 < T < T,, k > k,, and 
z E Cc@’ x [0, T]), then 
(3.2) 
Moreover, if a is a type 2 factor, we also have 
~~~~,Z~~tk + j$, Ilb-(x)D,jzitI~k < Ck ItiaZlll’k* (3.3) 
Proof of Lemma 3. We have a = D, - f(x) A(x, t, D,) - if(x) B(x, I, D,) 
with A, B E L:(Q), proper, depending smoothly on t, and having real prin- 
cipal symbols a(x, t, 0 and b(x, t, 0. 
We first consider the case when a is a type 2 factor, i.e., when B is elliptic. 
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Let u = tekz E Cr(0’ x [0, T]). Then 
(3.4) 
+ 2 RejoT ( D,u-fAu,-iru-ifBu (3.5) 
Integrating by parts with respect o t we have 
(3.6) 
2 Rejr (D,u, -ifBu) dt = I’ (u, -fB,u + i(B*f-fB) D,u) dt, (3.7) 
0 0 
where B, E L#2) has principal symbol (a/at) b(x, t, 0 and B* E L#2) is 
the L2-adjoint of B. Since B is elliptic there exist E, R _, E L; ‘(s1) such that 
EB = id + R-, . Therefore, fB, = B,EfB - fB,R-, + [f, B,E]B. Since B,E, 
fB,R-, , and [f, B,E]B E L:(O), we have 
llfWll < C IlfBuII + Cl1 ~11, 
with C independent of u, k, T. Since f and b are real, we have 
B*f - fB E L:(Q) and 
tI@*f -fB)D,ull< CIk44l. 
Here and throughout he rest of this paper, we use C to stand for a constant 
independent of u, k, T, possibly changing from line to line. Using these 
estimates we have 
We also have 
-fAu, -i $ u - gBu ) dt 
=k r1 I o t (i(A*f -fA)u, u)dt + 1’ (i(A*f ‘B - B*f2,4)u, U) dt. 0 
5OS/38/3-6 
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Since a is real we have A*f - fA E L.,“(G) and therefore 
<Ck ~r~~~~~Jzdt. 
-0 t 
(3.9) 
We have A*f 2B - B*f ‘A E L:(Q), and, by commuting, A*f 2B - B*f ‘A = 
fR, + R,, for some Rj E L/,(8). Again using the fact that B is elliptic we 
have 
~~~(i(A*f2B-B*f2A)u,~)df~6Cjr~~~~l(~~fBU11+l~~~l)dt. (3.10) 
-0 0 
Using (3.6), (3.8), (3.9) and (3.10) in (3.5), we have 
+~~-~~2)/F~l/~l12~t-CjlIlull(~lfBull+ll~~uli)~t. 
-0 t 0 
NOW, since IlfAu II < C IlfBu II + C II u II, 
cI’711~llllD,ulldtaqllullll~ ,u -fAull dt -t C 1 -TIIuIl (IlfBuII + Ilull)dt ‘0 “0 0 
<~(rllD,u-fAul12 dt+ C \hl (IlfBuII +llull)dt. 
0 -0 
Therefore, 
Ill~z/ll~,>jor ~lf8~+~~~~~~-~j~ll~llllf~ull~~ 
+ (k- CT2)jo’$ ~~u~~2 dt 
’ 2 j II 0 fBu+~u~~dt-Cj~llull (lfBu++t+t 
+ (k - CTk - CT2) .’ 
I 
’ o y+ll’dt 
Bu -F 7 u /I2 + (k - CTk - CT2) .f; $ )I u )I2 dt. (3.11) 
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By choosing To and k, such that CT,, < 4 and CT: < fk,, we have 
which implies (3.2) for a type 2 factor. 
From (3.12) we easily get (3.3) for a type 2 factor; we have 
2 Illf(x) k,z IL Q c Illf~4ll’k + c lll4ll’k j=l 
for k sufficiently large and 0 < T < T,,. Also 
lll44llL < lll4ll’k + c ,gl Illf~x,4llL + c lll4ll’k 
< Ck IIPlIl~~, 
for k-‘, To sufficiently small. Therefore (3.3) is true. 
We now prove (3.2) for a type 1 factor. It is convenient o work with self- 
adjoint operators defined by 2 = fw;l + A*f), B = :dfB + B*f). The prin- 
cipal symbols of 2 and B are a-(x, t, <) and 8(x, t, <) which satisfy either 
(1.14) or (1.15). Since A=fA and 8=fB moduloL,O(R), we have from 
(3.4) that 
lll~4II’-k qr 11D,u - i+ u-Au-&u 2dt-C orIIu112dt. II J (3.13) 0 
If (1.14) holds, we have 
using (3.6). Since z* = 2 and 8* = 9, we have 
2 Re 
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Since 6; > 0, we use the sharp Garding inequality (see Hiirmander 191) and 
have Re(& u) > -C /(u I(‘. Therefore, 
for k-’ and T sufficiently small. This proves (3.2) when (1.14) holds. 
If (1.15) holds, we have from (3.13) that 
(3.14) 
+(k-C~)~~r~(I~l12dl+2Re r(D,u-~u,-i8u)dt 
5 0 
since Re(& iu) = 0. Expanding and integrating by parts with respect to I 
gives 
2 Re 
s 
’ (D,u - &, -&u) df = Re (’ (u, (-fl, + iB&u) dt. 
0 0 
The principal symbol of -B, + i[& B] E L:(Q) is 
by (1.15). Using the sharp Garding inequality we have 
2 Re 1’ (DIu - Au, -&) dr > -C 1’ 11 u )I2 dt. 
‘0 ‘0 
Using this in (3.4) proves (3.2) for a type 1 factor satisfying (1.15). This 
concludes the proof of Lemma 3. 
We now prove an estimate for certain products of factors of type 1 or 
type 2. 
LEMMA 4. Let a,, 1 <j < m, be factors of type 1 or type 2 with 
maximum type 1 multiplicity one and maximum type 2 multiplicity s < 2. 
Assume that the Ais satisfy (1.3). For any 0’ G a, there exist constants C, 
k,, To such that if0 < T < To, k > k,, and u E Cr(f2’ x [0, T]), then 
,,,+zm-, ~m-1s’2’-‘n’-illlf~~~‘=‘~*O~~~llI~~+,~,+~ 
< CIIP, .** 6d4II’k+mr 
where [r] denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to r. 
(3.15) 
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Proof of Lemma 4. We use the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose A, and I, satisfy (1.3). Then, for any first order 
operator of the form R = a(x, t) D, + f(x) B(x, t, D,), a E Cm@2 X [0, T]), 
B E L,!(G), there exist Q,(x, t, 0,) E L:(a), j = 1,2,3, such that 
Proof Let 
R = Q,4 + Qzh. + Qj- (3.16) 
q(x t <I =W t, 0 + 4x9 t) i2(x, t9 01 f A,(x, t, r) -&(x9 t, 4) m 
where x E Co3(lRn), x(r) s 0 for l<l < f, x(r) = 1 for ItI > 1. Take 
Q,(x, t, D,) E L@i?), proper, depending smoothly on t, with symbol q(x, t, <). 
Then (3.16) holds for Q,, Q, = a(x, t) - Q,, and Q, = R - Q,a, - Q2&. 
LEMMA 6. Let a ,,..., a,,, be factors of type 1 or type 2 satisfying (1.3). 
For any R’ E a, there exist constants C, k,, T, such that if 0 < T < T,, 
k > k,, and u E C,“(a’ x [0, T]), then 
where the sum is over all permutations of {l,..., m). 
Proof: Using Lemma 5, we may write 
a n(l) ‘** an(m) =a, .** a, + x AJaJ, 
O<IJl<rn 
where aJ=aj, ... a ,,,, for J=(j ,,..., j,,,), {jr ,..., j,}c {l,..., m} and 
A, E L:(0). Using Lemma 3 to replace the a, missing from the a,, we have 
III Ill 
2 
T A,aJu 
lJi7rn 
< Ck-‘T’c ilk,, ‘*- an,m,4ii’-k~ 
-k n 
which proves (3.17) for k; ’ and To sufftciently small. 
We now prove Lemma 4 by induction on m. We first note that Lemma 3 
implies that 
I~~UI~I~k~Ck-lII~D~U~~~~k+l, 
so that we need only show that 
(3.18) 
,,,+zm-, k’ 4d21 IIf(x) D,“Dhlll?k+m-l < c Illa, - amulll’-k+,. (3.19) 
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For m = 1, this is just (3.2). For m = 2, we have two cases: either a,& = 8 
for a type 2 factor a or a, and az are distinct with 1, and 1, satisfying (1.3). 
In the first case we have, using (3.2) and (3.3), 
which proves (3.19) in this case. 
If a, and a2 are distinct, Lemma 5 implies that 
Applying (3.2) and using Lemma 6 we have 
v 
IaITj= I 
III.K+ ~Giii2_~+, G ck-* iliala241i~k+2. 
This proves (3.19) and therefore (3.15) for m = 1, 2. 
Assume that (3.15) is true for m = I- 1, I > 3. Then if a, ,..., a, satisfy the 
hypotheses of Lemma 4, at least two of them are distinct. Using Lemma 6 
and relabeling if necessary, we may assume that a,-, and a, are distinct. 
Using Lemma 5, we have for Ial + j = I - 1, that 
Illf@P’~,“~$4llZ_,+,-, & lllf(x)‘4’ D!$:(Q,a,-, + Qza, + Q,Mll’-,+I-, 
+c \- 
la,+Zl-2 
Illf(x)‘“‘~x”~~~lll~k+r-,l 
for some //?I + r = I- 2. Therefore 
Illf(xY”’ ~~~~~lltk+~-~ < C i lllf(xP NW-iuIll’-k+,-1 
i=O 
+c 2 lllf~~~‘“‘~x”~~~lll2-~+,-,~ 
lol+j<l-2 
Since any subset of (a, ,..., a,} has maximum type 2 multiplicity <s, the 
induction hypothesis implies that 
k-1 Ill.f(~)~~~ :~ful~lt,+,-, G cilia, - a,-,(a,2W,+, 
+ c iti ... a,-24(a,-,4iiiL+, 
+c F- 
Ial+%!- 
Illf~~~‘“‘~f:~~~lll~,,+,-,. 
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Together with (3.18) and Lemma 6, this proves (3.19) and concludes the 
proof of Lemma 4. 
We now prove Lemma 2. We write P, = RS2 + A,,, _ , , where R and S are 
the products of the simple and double factors of P,, and 
m-l 
A m-l = x f(x)’ A,(x, t, D,) D:‘-’ 
I=0 
(3.20) 
for some A, E L:(Q). Condition (1.18) implies that 
Pm-,(x,O,D,,D,)=Q<x,D,,D,>S(x,O,D,,D,)+A,-,(x,D,,D,) 
= Q(x, D,, D,) S(x, 6 D,, D,) + &-l(x, L D,, 0,) 
+A,-,(x,D,,D,) 
for some II,-,, A,-, of order m - 1, m - 2, respectively, and of a form 
similar to (3.20). Therefore, 
P=tmPm+tm-‘P,-*+**~+Po 
=tm(RS2+A,-,)+tm-‘(QS+rB+Am-2)+tm-2Pm-2+ ..a +P, 
=tmRS2+tm~m-,+tm-‘QS+tm-2iim-2+...+&,, (3.21) 
where each p, is an operator of orderj, of the form (3.20). 
Lemma 4 implies that 
where s is the maximum multiplicity of the roots of Pm. We have from (3.21) 
that 
llltmRS2u 111% 
G Illp4ll’-k +T2 2 IlVW’” D::Db4ll:k+m-, lal+j=m-I 
+ 5‘ 
191+/G-v-l IIMx)‘” PFDi(SU)lll~,+m-, 
+ C Illf(x)‘“’ D,“D!UIIITk+ ial jv 
lal+/<m-2 
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where u is the order of S. Since RS has only simple factors, Lemma 4 
implies that 
\’ 
,df&t-u--l lllf~x)‘“‘~x”~i’~~~~1112~+,-* < 0-l III S2411~k+m9 
which implies that, for k-’ sufficiently small, 
+ C(k-’ + T*) ,,,+z,-, km-‘s/2’-‘a’-iIllf(X)‘a’~~~~~III~~+~a~+~~ 
Using this in (3.22), we have (3.1) for k-’ and T* sufficiently small. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
By making the change of variables s = P, t > 0, we essentially reduce 
Theorem 2 to Theorem 1. We have V(X, s) = u(x, s’lV) E P(R+) for some 
neighborhood B of 0 in F?:,: ’ , #+=dn{s>O), and also u flat on s=O. 
Since tD,u = qsD,v, we have Qv = 0, where 
Q<x, s, D,, 0,) = &, s”“, SD,, @A, 
for p given by (1.9). If we write Q = smQm + . . . + Q,, the principal symbol 
of Q, is 
qm(x, s, r, 0) = p’,(x, s”v, r, vu), 
which has characteristic roots u = q- ‘p/(x, s”“, 0 satisfying (1.3), (1.4) and 
(1.5). -Also, 
qm-,(xlo,r,o)= @-m-,(x~o,w-+ 
( 1 
3 (x. 0, r, VJ), 
so that (1.6) follows from (1.11). However, we cannot directly apply 
Theorem 1, since the coefficients of the Q, are of the form a(x, s”‘), where 
a(x, t) is smooth in (x, t) and q = P/V in lowest terms. In general, these coef- 
ficients are only continuous functions of s. We indicate how to modify the 
proof of Theorem 1 to handle this situation. 
Instead of (2.1), we use the change of variables 
x = y, 
s = (6 - 1 y1y r, 
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where 6 is chosen as in (2.1). Since s”’ = (6 - 1 yI*)* r”“, the coefficients of 
&Y, r, D,, 0,) (and th e c h aracteristic roots of 0,) are smooth functions of 
YE%,. By considering q,,,(x, s, <, u) = q,,,(x, s’, <, u) Is,=sVlr and working in 
terms of (x, s’, & cr), we have that Q(y, r, D,, D,) is of the form (1.12) with 
f( JJ) = (8 - i y I’)‘“. The characteristic roots are of the form f(y) Aj( Y, r”“, C) 
with the Aj smooth in rVr, satisfying (1.3), (1.4) and (1.5). We need only 
show that Theorem 3 holds in these cases, not necessarily for the generalized 
versions (1.14)-( 1.16). The pseudo-differential operators considered are of 
the form A@, t”‘, D ,), depending smoothly on 1”“. Since 
[to,, A(x, I’/‘, D,)] =2(x, t”“, D,) also depends smoothly on t”‘, we may 
still factor Q, and reduce the proof to that of first order estimates. The proof 
of (3.2) in Lemma 3 must be modified slightly since [D,, B(x, t”‘, D,)] is 
not necessarily bounded as t + 0. We need only consider two cases: B = 0 or 
B elliptic. 
For B = 0, the left-hand side of (3.7) vanishes and (3.2) easily follows 
from (3.5). For B elliptic, we have, instead of (3.7), 
2 Re ir (D t u, -ifBu) dt 
‘0 
= 
! 
~(u,--/l-‘jll’r-‘Bl(x,t”Y, D,)u +i(B*f-JB)D,u)dt, 
where B,(x, t, D,) has symbol b,(x, t, r). Instead of (3.11) we have 
+ (k - CT”“k - CTuG) I 
T 1 
o ~l1412df~ 
which is enough to prove (3.2) and (3.3). Finally, in using Lemma 4 to prove 
(3.1), we replace (3.21) by 
P= t”RS’+ tm-‘+F&-l + 1”‘-IQ, 
+ tm-*Pm-* + -** +ir,, 
for some E > 0. Then (3.1) follows from Lemma 4 as before. 
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